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Inspector George Gently VIII 
 
1969: and Gently (MARTIN SHAW) and Bacchus (LEE INGLEBY) return to BBC ONE for 
the eighth series of the classic INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY, with four new feature-
length films.  
 
This season PETER FLANNERY writes the first two episodes – with stories that tap into the 
period with all its vivid and colourful changes in perfect detail. The first landing on the moon 
(seen in glorious black and white on their TV screens), fluffy car dice, Pan’s People, North 
Sea oil and the first police in-car radios, sees the world changing at speed.  
 
Full of warmth, humour and attack Gently and Bacchus continue their winning police 
partnership. Still on their team is the feisty WPC Rachel Coles (LISA MCGRILLIS – 
Hebburn) – who appreciates Gently’s forward thinking and gives as good as she gets from 
Bacchus, crushing his stereotypical male attitude towards a female PC (not without a fight  
or two along the way!). Both are keen to further their careers and be promoted – which for 
Bacchus is long overdue. 
 
PETER FLANNERY says: "As the 60s draw to a close the issues facing policing seem more 
relevant than ever. We're looking at the way rape complaints are met by the police - and 
nothing much seems to have really changed there, except perhaps the terminology. And 
we're looking for the first time in IGG at corporate crime, which seems to be always with us. 
In Films 1 and 2 Gently makes it a personal task to challenge both vested interests and the 
traditional ways of doing things - to his cost. As I'm sure Neil Armstrong MEANT to say: one 
small step for a man, one giant leap for mankind'." 
 
Gently enjoys his boxing bouts in the ring when off duty, whilst Bacchus has moved on with 
a new relationship with the delightful Gemma (ANNABEL SCHOLEY – Walking On 
Sunshine, Being Human), but nothing is ever straight forward. Gently and Bacchus are both 
keeping personal secrets from each other, but there is such a bond between them that they, 
of course, become involved in each other’s shocking secrets.   
 
The first film, Gently With The Women, finds Gently investigating a rape of a prostitute. 
Unravelling how rape is handled within the force and how many recent cases had actually 
resulted in charges being laid, the team have to deal with animosity from their colleagues….. 
The cast includes: EMILY WOOF, DEREK RIDDELL, JEREMY SWIFT and DENISE 
WELCH as the brothel madam. 
 
In the second film, Breathe In The Air, an investigation into a GP’s suspected suicide, see 
Rachel Coles (MCGRILLIS) returning to the small village community that she grew up in, 
which stirs up tragic memories – and the “white snow” they used to play in as children….. 
The cast include Downton Abbey’s LESLEY NICOL and NICHOLAS WOODESON. 
 
Film three, Gently Among Friends, has the Wildcat strikes as its backdrop, where rubbish is 
piling on the streets and a man is found dead. The victim was in a lot of debt – but who killed 
him and why? JIM MOIR (VIC REEVES) plays a shady pawnbroker and Sherlock’s LOUISE 
BREALEY is a prime suspect. Further casting includes: EMMA CUNNIFFE, ANTHONY 
FLANAGAN, ADRIAN BOWER, PAUL BRENNEN. 
 
Film four, Son Of A Gun, finds Gently furious that guns are so easily accessible - and 
following an armed robbery he seeks to find the armed gang and bring them to justice. 
JODY LATHAM (Shameless / Hollyoaks) plays skin head maniac Jonjo Burdon. Christmas 
Eve and a bank is hit and guns are on the street. It is a race against time for Gently to catch 
the gang before more people are killed. Rachel (LISA MCGRILLIS) takes a huge risk to go 
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under cover joining the skin head gang. Cast includes: DANNY CUNNINGHAM and 
LUCIAN MSAMATI. 

  
INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY is made by Company Pictures, executive produced by 
Caroline Levy, Faye Dorn, John Yorke and Peter Flannery Company Pictures and by Polly 
Hill for BBC One.  The films are produced by Peter Norris (Line Of Duty), and Ep 1 & 2 
directed by Roger Goldby (Call The Midwife) with Ep 3 & 4 directed by Tim Whitby (The 
Village).  

INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY was re-commissioned by Ben Stephenson, Controller 
BBC Drama Commissioning and Charlotte Moore, Controller BBC One.  
 
 

INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY VIII is filmed on location in Durham and the North East. 
 
 
 

For further information, set visits and interviews please contact Deborah Goodman 
on 020 8959 9980 or publicity@dgpr.co.uk 

 
 

mailto:publicity@dgpr.co.uk
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY VIII 
Production Credits 

Film One: Gently With The Women 
Film Two: Breathe In The Air 

Film Three: Gently Among Friends 
Film Four: Son Of A Gun 

 
 
Producer PETER NORRIS 
 

Executive Producers     CAROLINE LEVY 
       FAYE DORN 
       JOHN YORKE 
       PETER FLANNERY 
  
Executive Producer BBC    POLLY HILL   
 

Writer Gently With The Women (1)   PETER FLANNERY 
Writer Breathe In The Air (2)              PETER FLANNERY 
Writer Gently Among Friends (3)  PETER FLANNERY & TIM PRAGER 
Writer Son Of A Gun (4)    DUDI APPLETON & JIM KEEBLE 
 
Director 1 & 2 ROGER GOLDBY   
Director 3 & 4 TIM WHITBY 
 
Line Producer       MARY OWEN 
    
Composer      MARK RUSSELL 
 
Music Supervisor      PETE SAVILLE 
 
Editor 1 & 2      CAROLINE BLEAKLEY   
Editor 3 & 4      LINDSEY DILLON 
  
DOP       JAMES ASPINALL 
 
Production Designer     MAURICE CAIN      
       
Costume Designer     ROSALIND EBBUTT 
 
Make-up Designer     CAROLINE NOBLE 
 
Casting Director     JULIA DUFF   
 
Sound Recordist     REG MILLS      
  
Location Manager     STAN FUS 
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY VIII 

FILM ONE: GENTLY WITH THE WOMEN 
By Peter Flannery 

 

Denise Welch guests 
 
Fighting fit Gently spars in the boxing ring.  
 
Rachel and Bacchus stake out a local brothel keeping an eye out for the punters entering – and 
when they realise that one punter is a CID Inspector, Rachel is shocked when Bacchus lets him 
go. 
 
At the station a prostitute Tina makes a statement about being raped. As a female, Rachel 
struggles with the “male club” policemen form in situations like this.  
 
Gently is appalled when reading police files that many reported rape crimes have gone un-
investigated and unprosecuted. Rachel’s findings on the rape claims show that only six men in five 
years out of 102 accused have gone to prison for rape. Gently wants to know why.  Gently see 
that one police inspector’s name repeatedly appears on the files, Walter Nunn. Is he to blame for 
this and have the police been negligent?   
 
Bacchus has started an affair with Gemma, another copper’s wife…… 
 
A woman’s brutally attacked body has been found, and no one has reported her missing. Who is 
she?  Inspector Gently, quick to suppose and confirm that his victim was violently raped, begins a 
search for her killer.  
 
Gently and Bacchus return to the brothel and interview Susan, the Madam. Then in a race against 
time, Gently, Bacchus and Rachel enlist an unlikely ally in the prostitute Tina, to help them catch 
their killer. But will they get there in time to prevent another murder…..? 

 
Cast Includes: 
 
George Gently     MARTIN SHAW 
 

John Bacchus     LEE INGLEBY 
 

Lisa McGrillis      RACHEL COLES 
 

Gemma ANNABEL SCHOLEY 
 

PC Taylor  SIMON HUBBARD  
 

Walter Nunn DEREK RIDDELL 
 

Susan DENISE WELCH 
 

Tina EMILY WOOF 
 
Macmillan JEREMY SWIFT 
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY VIII 
FILM TWO: BREATHE IN THE AIR 

By Peter Flannery 

Lesley Nicol guests. 

It’s July 1969 – The Eagle lands on the Moon live on the television; and Bacchus makes Inspector.  
 
A woman’s body is found on the moors. It looks like suicide, but Gently is convinced the death is 
suspicious, despite learning that the dead woman, Dr Valerie Cullen, had mood swings and motor 
neuron disease. Valerie was a GP, and estranged from her husband Dr Andrew Cullen, a doctor 
on the factory inspectorate board. Cullen is in the frame.  
 
The investigation leads to Valerie’s cottage in Easterhope, where Rachel had a friend Esther who 
had died when they were 15 of cancer. Gently and Bacchus go to Easterhope, they visit the 
parents of Esther, Norman and Bridget.  Norman is dying of a disease to the lung,  emphysema, 
and recently had had regular visits from Valerie who had asked him about his work at the 
Dennings factory.  
 
Norman had worked in Dennings, which had provided work for the whole town. Rachel remembers 
playing in the “white snow” there with Esther……asbestos. 
 
Gently invites Bacchus for a drink to celebrate his promotion. Also, to Bacchus’s irritation, he 
invites Rachel. Rachel is happy to learn she’s up for promotion as Detective Sergeant in CID, after 
she passes her exams. 
 
Bacchus is falling hard for Gemma, but nothing prepares him for her decision…… 
 
Silvexpo, the company who bought Dennings are very secretive about the factory’s past – and 
Gently puts his career on the line to uncover why a whole community is literally dying……… 
 

 
Cast includes: 
 
George Gently     MARTIN SHAW 
 
John Bacchus     LEE INGLEBY 
 
WPC Rachel Coles     LISA MCGRILLIS 
 
Bridget      LESLEY NICOL 
 
Norman      NICHOLAS WOODESON 
 
Andrew Cullen     JASON DONE 
 
Anna Zewig      SUSY KANE 
 
Davenport MARK AIKEN 
 
Gemma ANNABEL SCHOLEY 
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY VIII 
FILM THREE: GENTLY AMONG FRIENDS 

By Peter Flannery and Tim Prager 
 

Jim Moir and Louise Brearley guest 
 
American influences have landed in Newcastle and Scott Parker’s 40th birthday party is in full 
swing at a country music club with his life-long friends Petey and Michael. There’s tension among 
the friends and disagreement over the current wildcat rubbish bin strikes.  
 
Next morning, Gently is called to a body lying on a rubbish pile under the Tyne Bridge. Who is it? It 
looks like a suicide but Gently sees that the evidence shows he was dead before he landed. The 
search begins to find the identity of the dead man. All they can find is a pawn broker receipt, a 
note with a number for a Gwendolyn Howard and a betting slip in the dead man’s pocket.  
 
Gently and Bacchus visit the pawn brokers and discover that the man who owned that ticket has 
pawned a lot of household items under a false name. Later at the dog track the betting slip proves 
the dead man had lost big time on the dogs. But who was he? And who is Gwendolyn Howard? 
 
Gently discovers that the dead man was Scott Parker, when his wife Jo arrives at the police 
station to report him missing. Gently does not tell her they are looking for a murderer, but the 
investigation soon takes them to the people Scott knew best: his two friends Petey and Michael. 
 
The team have to unravel the secrets of the friends turning into a messy case involving the strikers 
and unions, as the rubbish mounds spread throughout Newcastle….. 
 
 
 

Cast includes: 
 
George Gently     MARTIN SHAW 
 
John Bacchus     LEE INGLEBY 
 
WPC Rachel Coles     LISA MCGRILLIS  
 
Scott Parker      NICK SIDI 
 
Jo Parker      LOUISE BREARLEY 
 
Petey Magath     ANTHONY FLANAGAN 
 
Anita Magath      EMMA CUNNIFFE 
 
Michael Woodruff     ADRIAN BOWER 
 
Geoffrey      JIM MOIR 
 
Liam Govan      PAUL BRENNEN 
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY VIII 
FILM FOUR: SON OF A GUN 

By Dudi Appleton & Jim Keeble 
 

Jody Latham Guests 
 

Christmas Eve 1969.  Gently, Bacchus and Rachel are relaxing with the team at HQ with drinks 
and a few silly hats. Gently reads out the Queen’s festive letter to the country, but is interrupted 
with a call to attend the scene of a bank robbery. 
 
It has been a dangerous encounter, and Gently is dismayed to discover that Sten guns have been 
used by the robbers. Someone could have died. Rachel interviews the bank’s doorman who 
proudly tells how he had grabbed one of the guns and shot at the getaway car. Gently’s not 
impressed -  a number plate would have been more sensible. Dumdum bullets had been used – 
so it is clear the gang are determined to do maximum damage. 
 
Gently knows one of the witnesses, teenager Kit, who had tried to trip up one of the robbers and 
tells Gently that the lead gunman was out of control. Gently drives Kit home to his mother, Edith, a 
policeman’s widow. 
  
After a long search, Rachel finds the getaway car. She’s shocked when she opens the door and 
the body of a young woman falls out. She is dressed like a ‘Skin’. Gently and Bacchus confirm she 
was shot, and by the angle, it must have been by the bank doorman. 
 
The dead girl’s name is Lexie.  Bacchus goes searching for anyone who knows her because, as 
the getaway driver, she must know the bank robbers. The search takes them into the world of the 
‘Skins’ – a new youth subculture with cropped hair, boots and braces. They meet Jonjo Burdon 
who runs the Skinhead’s club, and Gently is in no doubt that he is the maniac leader of the gang 
who robbed the bank. Gently wants to get this psychotic criminal and put him behind bars.  But on 
searching Burdon’s club they find no guns on the premises and no evidence with which to bring 
Burdon down. The team feel that it was like the Skins knew they were coming…. 
 
Rachel is promoted to Sergeant and goes undercover as a Skin to try to get to know Burdon and 
the source of the guns. She is in a dangerous position but Gently trusts her, and when Rachel 
works out that there is to be another bank robbery – the police lie in wait….. But things go badly 
wrong……. 
 

Cast includes: 
 
George Gently     MARTIN SHAW 
 

John Bacchus     LEE INGLEBY 
 

WPC Rachel Coles     LISA MCGRILLIS 
 
Jonjo Burdon      JODY LATHAM 
 
Doorman      DANNY CUNNINGHAM 
 
Kit Macdonald     PATRICK MACNAMEE 
 
Edith Macdonald     ELIZABETH CARLING 
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY VIII 
Martin Shaw (George Gently) 

 

It’s 1969 and the Bacchus and Gently relationship deepens. It’s beautifully written, a very layered 

textured relationship, with lots of secrets and lies, just like real life. In particular, the father and son 

dynamic is very unusual and interestingly done. It could almost be a family drama, not just a cops 

drama because we now have Rachel (Lisa McGrillis). Apart from the obvious skill of the 

participants because both Lee and Lisa are very talented, they are both such extraordinarily nice 

people and we’re all so fond of each other. It’s something about the people having a deep 

affection for each other, and then we get to play against it on the screen, but the warmth still 

comes across anyway. 

For me, the most satisfying acting comes out of ensemble work because the most creative part of 

my work is in the listening as well as in the saying. And so now there is three of us, there is much 

more listening and watching to do, and sometimes the most entertaining is our character’s 

reactions to each other – so it gives me, as Gently, more opportunity to react to these two actors 

that are so extremely skilful. It’s another wonderful dynamic for Inspector George Gently, they are 

sometimes Gently’s petulant surrogate children and sometimes they are his indispensable 

colleagues.  

It’s wonderful that Inspector George Gently is set in the North East, with the whole atmosphere of 

the North East. It’s very beautiful, the sounds and the music of the North East by which I mean the 

voices of the North East. And then you have the iconic monuments, the high level bridge in 

Newcastle, the river Tyne, Durham Cathedral -  I mean it doesn’t get much better than that.  

It’s hard to pick favourite scenes but certainly we had a few Bacchus and Gently scenes where we 

were having a few drinks together, and our wonderful director Tim Whitby basically said, you carry 

on and I’ll film it, and so we were left to our own devices. I particularly remember those scenes, as 

we had so much fun and made the crew laugh!  

This season, Gently has a problem with Bacchus and his new relationship. At first Gently tries to 

steer him away to protect Bacchus’ career. Finally Gently sees the lad really wants it, which makes 

him look at his real feelings for Bacchus. Gently is very progressive and liberal in encouraging 

Rachel to rise in the ranks of the police at a time when women were not highly regarded in the 

force.  

I think Gently’s life is defined by two things; by the war that he fought in and the loss of his wife. 

He could either become very hardened and bitter or he could have become the opposite. I think 

Gently chose the opposite way because he felt he was fighting a war to make the world a better 

place and this is the mind set that still drives him. He doesn’t want another relationship in his life 

because he considers that he still has one, even though his wife is no longer with him. 

The first film looks at the issue of women and rape. Sadly not that much has changed regarding 

rape: it’s still an issue whether or not “no” means “no”. Gently has a naturally compassionate 

intellect and in this episode it is very useful to see the difference in attitude between Gently and 

Bacchus and Gently’s sensitively towards Rachel. 

Episode 2 brings back memories for me before I went to drama school. I used to work in a 

chemical factory in Birmingham. I worked in the office but needed to go down to the loading docks 
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to check the orders were shipped out. I was working in the electrical platting industry, and there 

were things going out as a matter of course, that would be considered impossible today. Like 56 

pound drums of sodium cyanide and companies used to buy it by the pound. A man used to put on 

a mask and a big pair of gloves and use a scoop to scoop up the cyanide and put it in a bag and 

then out if would go. So a very evocative episode for me. 

Episode 3 was the first time we’ve used the high level bridge. Not only did we get to find the body 

underneath it but we got to actually film on it as well. We didn’t close the bridge down we filmed on 

the pedestrian paths very, very late into the night! The episode is set during the wildcat strikes and 

we use a section of real Pathe news footage which gave a taste of what the real thing was like. 

Nostalgia is very important in drama and Inspector George Gently does that perfectly – this 

season we have the landing on the moon and use real news footage. I remember the landing on 

the moon very well, it was exactly a week before my oldest son Luke was born. We watched it on 

a 12” square black and white TV and it seemed like an impossible miracle. Suddenly there were 

men on the moon and not only that but pictures. For Gently, it’s a lovely moment as he’s on the 

street alone and a young lad comes out and asks him does he want to come and watch the moon 

landing. And it’s that long forgotten camaraderie community spirit of just coming out onto the street 

and inviting a complete stranger into your home to watch the TV, and that actually did happen. 

When I was a kid, my next door neighbour was the first house to get a TV on the street and all the 

kids on the street used to queue up at her door to watch Watch With Mother in the afternoon. It 

was just accepted that you would do that - and it’s not that long ago really.  

One of England’s most popular actors, Martin is noted for his versatility and last year 
starred in the acclaimed West End production of Twelve Angry Men. He has starred in over 
100 TV roles, his long TV career beginning in 1967 with Love On The Dole. His theatrical 
career has been very distinguished with a string of West End successes, with the first 
revival of Look Back In Anger, and on Broadway as Lord Goring in An Ideal Husband which 
won him a Tony nomination and a Drama Desk award for Best Actor, and the West End run 
in Clifford Odets’ The Country Girl. The Professionals was an international hit and Martin 
has also starred in Sky’s Playhouse Presents, The Scarlet Pimpernel, Always and 
Everyone, Judge John Deed and Apparitions.  
Martin lives in Norfolk.  A pilot, he owns and flies a vintage Piper L4 Cub.  
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY VIII 
Lee Ingleby (John Bacchus) 

 
It’s the back end of 1969 and we find Bacchus and Gently pretty much carrying on as normal - but 

we soon realise things have changed…. Bacchus is in love but it’s not quite plain sailing with his 

new relationship - and then Gently has his own secrets.  

At the heart of the series it’s still the two people that can’t seem to tell each other what’s going on 

in their heads. This season starts with both Gently and Bacchus keeping secrets. I actually think 

they are two quite lonely men that need each other but won’t allow themselves….. 

Bacchus’ relationship with Rachel (Lisa McGrillis) is a funny one. He makes jokes about women, 

that they should make tea, but I don’t think he really believes that anymore. But in 1969, in his 

head he does feel he has a point that they’re “a waste of time as they’re just going to have kids 

anyway” and thinks that when it comes to the nitty-gritty dangerous stuff that that should be the 

men’s domain. From an actor’s point of view I really do like him, he’s unapologetic and ridiculous, 

but from a viewer’s point of view you’d probably want to punch him! 

Changes are happening in the police force, Bacchus is serious about promotion and taking 

responsibility. He feels threatened because Rachel is actually very good at her job. She’s efficient 

and Gently always asks her to do X,Y & Z and he knows that. Maybe she can’t role up her sleeves 

and give a suspect “a bit of a belt” - but that’s unorthodox anyway, but very Bacchus!  

The main thing is that the relationships are clearly written in the script: Gently relies on Rachel and 

she’s very black and white so he gets that from her. But without Bacchus’ input, who usually puts 

the cat amongst the pigeons, they then gets the end results. Gently knows that they have their 

strengths. That antagonistic element is nice to play for all three of us.  

Bacchus gets his Inspector promotion this season. If he hadn’t been made Inspector and Rachel 

had been made a Detective Sargent it would have been a different story. But now they all just 

remind each other of the hierarchy. Like when a ship goes down - Gently passes it to Bacchus and 

Bacchus passes on to Rachel! 

Bacchus has finally found somebody he genuinely does love, Gemma (Annabel Scholey) and it’s 

by vice versa. Two people that have found each other but unfortunately at the wrong time and 

that’s the frustrating thing. I think they knew what they were getting themselves into but as it 

develops you can’t get what you want - a relationship. The reality is anybody getting a divorce 

back in those days is very much frowned upon – and it’s something that Bacchus had already 

done - but for the woman it was even worse.  

The relationship storyline was something very different for Bacchus, not police work but matters of 

the heart, and I really enjoyed working with Annabel (Scholey) who plays Gemma. I hadn’t worked 

with Annabel before, and our very first scene is the first scene we see on screen in episode one, 

and we start snogging. So in reality we’d only met about 20 minutes before and I was a bit nervous 

and she said she was too! So we just had a laugh about it and thought we might just as well go for 

it! Gemma’s in every episode so it’s a nice through story.  

Gently, once again, interferes in Bacchus’ relationship – and there’s more to it in Peter Flannery’s 

writing, which is great to play. Gently had stepped in interfering with Bacchus’ first wife wanting 
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him to  do right thing, but this time round Bacchus feels that it is none of his business. There is a 

scene where we square up to each other and are very angry about it all!  

It’s always nice filming in Durham and everyone really is so welcoming. They go out of their way – 

I mean we take over with trucks and lighting rigs, and on the whole, people leave us to it. As 

Durham is a university town, Fresher’s week was fun. Me and Lisa (McGrillis) were filming a night 

shoot, a stake out outside a “brothel”. It was about one in the morning and we had to stop a fare 

few times because it was a big long wide shot which covered a huge portion of the street. We had 

to stop several times as pissed up Fresher’s, bizarrely dressed as babies, were in shot strolling to 

a house party! We had to stop once in mid scene as the door flew open and a guy in a romper suit 

came out and vomited right down the side of our car! It made me think thank god I’m not a student 

anymore! 

In our third film we shot under the high level bridge in Newcastle. We’d created this huge mound of 

refuse and rubbish and stuck a dead body in the middle of it (well an actor pretending to be dead) 

with this huge bridge above. But the looks we got were more about the rubbish and not so much 

the dead body! 

Our fourth film focuses on a storyline involving Skinheads – a new concept in ‘69. We know about 

them now, but it was interesting to have to think pre Skinhead rather than what we now know. 

Back then it was a completely new movement, with an anti establishment vibe. There’s a great 

look to that episode. It’s about violence, Skinheads, gang culture and bank robbery That’s what’s 

great about INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY, it’s a lovely job just to mix it up for that. 

This season I’ve got the John Lennon hair cut and sideburns, and slightly fatter ties – but not 

kipper yet! If we were lucky enough to go again I would demand a different hairstyle! If it’s going to 

be in the 70s I’d like a Dustin Hoffman cut from All The President’s Men!  

Bacchus has his same blue Triumph car again – my car is always reliable. I’ve had two cars in this 

show and never had a problem. Martin, however, I don’t think any of his cars in any year have 

ever worked! I think he’d probably change his mind now and say “I think I’ll have a bike”! 

 

 
As an actor, Lee is a true chameleon – and his latest role is playing the new voice of Bob 
The Builder!  
Other credits include: Our Zoo, Quirke, White Heat, Being Human, Crooked House, Place Of 
Execution, Rapunzel (when he played a female tennis star), Life On Mars, Wind In The 
Willows as Mole, Early Doors, Nicholas Nickleby as Smike, Spaced and Nature Boy. 
Films include: The Arbitor, Mike Leigh’s Olympics A Running Jump, Doghouse, Wintering, 
Hippie Hippie Shake, Harry Potter, Master And Commander, Borstal Boy and Ever After. 
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY VIII 
Lisa McGrillis (WPC Rachel Coles) 

 
SO HOW HAS RACHEL SETTLED IN TO WORKING WITH GENTLY AND BACCHUS? 
Rachel is an old hand now, she's done the ground work, proved her worth and is confident and 
more efficient than ever. It's a really nice dynamic: Gently really puts his trust into her which 
continues to annoy Bacchus. 
   
HOW IS IT WORKING WITH MARTIN SHAW and LEE INGLEBY?  
It’s brilliant fun, we have a really good laugh, we usually entertain ourselves by coming up with silly 
scenarios and taking lots of ridiculous photos, I have some proper gems on my phone - I have 
even made Martin and Lee re-enact some of The Professionals posses from back in the day! 
   
RACHEL IS WORKING TOWARDS SEARGENT - HOW HARD WAS THAT IN THE 60S? 
Very unusual, but not impossible. She is very bright and has a lot of drive so it seems like a natural 
progression for her. But in 1969 it was unusual for a WPC to be doing any thing other than making 
tea and filing. She's moving through the ranks pretty quickly but purely as a reflection of her ability 
and Gently's faith in it. I think Bacchus' cynical and sometimes quite sexist reaction to Rachel 
becoming a sergeant is very accurate for the time: " What’s the point in her doing her sergeant 
exams? she'll just go off and have bairns." But Rachel is a modern woman and exciting to portray.  
   
SO YOU GET RID OF YOUR UNIFORM AND BECOME PLAIN CLOTHES?  
I was so delighted to get out of that uniform! I love 1960s fashion and it was quite frustrating ‘cos I 
was stuck in a thick wool suit and collars!  Choosing Rachel's wardrobe was ace, it turns out she 
likes (or I like) green, every thing was original apart from a beautiful green coat which they had 
made for me. I tried to steal it at the end of the shoot because it fits like a glove but they wrestled it 
out my thieving hands! Rachel also likes to embrace a short skirt, I was quite surprised that she'd 
have that much leg on show in the police station, but I was assured she would have.  
   
HOW DO YOU LIKE YOUR HAIR DO? MAKE UP? 
My make up artist Issy and I loved creating the Rachel look. It was quite simple, bit of back 
coming, half up half down. We just wanted it to look real rather than done. And lots of eye liner and 
mascara, job done. 
   
THIS SEASON RACHEL REALLY COMES INTO HER OWN – HER CHILDHOOD ETC. 
Its lovely to have a back story, it just makes your job so much easier if you understand where that 
person is from and significant things in there life that have had an impact on who they are and how 
they think. You tend to do that anyway when you are creating a character but there is nothing like 
a flash back sequence to get your creative juices flowing. They cast a 10 year old Rachel for the 
flash back scenes, she was a proper cutie with pig tails.  
  
WHAT WAS YOUR FAVOURITE LOCATION  AND SCENE THIS SEASON? 
Filming in Newcastle on the quayside, under the iconic high level bridge in Episode 3. 
In Episode 4 I was on the top of a high rise block of flats with Jody Latham. It was very windy up 
there and we were standing dangerously close to the edge, so that sticks in my mind! 
  
HOW WAS IT WORKING WITH YOUR “DAD” JIM MOIR? (EPISODE 3) 
Jim loves Inspector George Gently, he is a massive fan of the show. He was asked to play a part 
in the show last year but he was busy so had to decline. So this year I had a little word in the 
producer Peter Norris' ear asking to look out for something for him and he found the perfect cameo 
in Episode 3. Vic and Bob were my childhood hero's so getting to work with Jim on Hebburn as my 
dad was like a dream come true. So it’s lovely to be actual real life friends now I'm not so star 
struck. After filming he said working on Inspector George Gently was in his top 5 jobs ever. I'd 
have to agree, it really is a lovely, lovely thing to be part of. 
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY VIII 
Annabel Scholey (Gemma Nunn)  

joins from Film One 
 

WHAT CHARACTER DO YOU PLAY AND TELL US ABOUT HER? 
I play Gemma Nunn. Married to a copper, two children and for better or worse she is madly in love 
with John Bacchus (Lee Ingleby). Gemma is strong minded and passionate and very much torn 
apart by her current situation. 
 
HAVE YOU EVER WORKED WITH MARTIN SHAW or LEE INGLEBY BEFORE? 
I had never worked with Martin or Lee but had the best time on set. They have created such a 
warm, friendly atmosphere so I immediately felt part of the set family. Most of my scenes were with 
Lee and we really had a great time together... thank god as most of the scenes were quite 
passionate... we laughed most of the time through all the awkward " love" scenes. 
 
HAVE YOU FILMED IN THE NORTH EAST BEFORE? 

I haven't worked in the north east before but I am a northern girl myself from Wakefield in West 
Yorkshire, and really enjoyed going northward and working in Durham. It's such a beautiful city 
and the people are very lovely. I would go back there in a heartbeat. Plus I love the accent, it has 
such a lovely lilt to it. It was also the first time I’ve had to do a Geordie accent. 
 
WHAT WAS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE SCENE DURING FILMING IGG VIII? 

My most memorable scene was probably my first scene with Lee (Ingleby). Of course we were 
straight into full on kissing... we became teenagers and couldn't stop laughing hysterically. The 
situation became much worse when 20 plus crew members all squeezed into "Gemma's" hallway 
to watch us.  
 
DID YOU LIKE FILMING IN A COSTUME DRAMA? 
Filming in a costume drama can sometimes be quite uncomfortable, especially if you have to wear 
a wig and a corset - but the 60s was so much fun. I had the most gorgeous collection of vintage 
dresses to choose from. I think it was a really powerful time for women. After the constraints of the 
40s and 50s, suddenly there was so much colour and new, more risqué designs. I had a lot of fun 
and have since gone out and bought a few 60s style things for my own wardrobe!  
 
DO YOU HAVE AN INTEREST IN THE SIXTIES?  
I was a fan of the show before as I love the 60s! I was brought up on sixties music. It seems like it 
was a great time to be young and carefree.  
 
WHAT IS THE ONE ITEM WOULD YOU WOULD TAKE BACK FROM 2015 TO 1969?  
If I could take one thing back from 2015 to 1969 it would be... actually I wouldn't take anything. I 
would like to experience it without any modern appliances….. Oh no, wait... Maybe a great pair of 
hair straighteners so that I wouldn't have to spend hours ironing my hair for fashion!! 

 
Annabel will be starring in High Society at the Old Vic from the end of April 2015. 
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY VIII 
Film One: Gently With The Women 

Denise Welch (Susan) 
 
WHAT CHARACTER DO YOU PLAY AND TELL US ABOUT HER? 
I play Susan and she has a brothel in Durham. She’s a fun, flirty character and has a good heart. 
And funnily enough I’ve never played a brothel Madame before! 
 
HAVE YOU EVER WORKED WITH MARTIN SHAW BEFORE? 
I actually have interviewed Martin when I was on the panel of Loose Women, and I’ve always been 
a fan of his. 
 
WERE YOU A FAN OF INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY BEFORE? 
My ex hubbie, Tim Healy, guested in an episode of Inspector George Gently a few years ago, and 
I loved it so much I became hooked after that! And now I get to guest in it too, which is just 
brilliant! 
I loved everything about filming on the series – and the attention to detail at “my brothel” was just 
wonderful – with a colourful bar in the front room with a pineapple ice bucket. It was a scene with 
both Martin (Shaw) and Lee (Ingleby) which was hugely enjoyable to film. We’d stand out in the 
street in between scenes and have a lovely view of the castle in the distance. 
 
HAVE YOU FILMED IN THE NORTH EAST BEFORE? 
It’s my “hood”! I was born and bred here so I love it. I’ve worked in all the NE theatres and filmed 
three series of Spender and Byker Grove here. 
We were filming nights so I didn’t get to catch up with the family and friends - as they wouldn’t 
have thanked me for “popping round” at 2am for a brew when I finished work!! 
A Geordie accent is my natural accent but funnily enough, I don’t often get to work in a Geordie 
accent, so it was fun for me. 
 
DID YOU LIKE FILMING IN A COSTUME DRAMA? 
I loved dressing up for this role. Because my hair is so short, very blonde and quite contemporary, 
people seem to find it hard to see me in period drama – I’m dying to wear a bonnet!! 
I called myself Cilla Black’s mother – as I have this wonderful red hair in a great sixties sharp cut! 
Then a real sixties mini dress and shoes - I was unrecognisable. It’s so much easier to get into a 
character when you look completely different. 
 
DO YOU HAVE AN INTEREST IN THE SIXTIES?  
The sixties are my favourite decade. I love the music and the clothes. In 1995, I released a cover 
of Dusty Springfield’s “You Don’t have to Say You Love Me”. 
 
WHAT IS THE ONE ITEM YOU WOULD YOU TAKE BACK FROM 2015 TO 1969?  
My dishwasher!!! 
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY VIII 
Film Two – Breathe In The Air 

Lesley Nicol (Bridget) 
 
 

WHAT CHARACTER DO YOU PLAY AND TELL US ABOUT HER? 

I play a lady called Bridget - she has already lost her only child to mesothelioma - and she is now 
watching her husband losing his battle with the same disease - they have both been exposed to 
dangerously high levels of asbestos in the factory where he has worked for many years.  
  
WORKING WITH MARTIN SHAW AND LEE INGLEBY? 

They are marvelous actors and such good fun. They are both very cheeky and funny to work with! 
I had worked with Lee before in a play at Manchester's  Royal Exchange Theatre. - it was terrible 
but we had a laugh! 
    
WHAT WAS THE MOST MEMORABLE SCENE FOR YOU DURING FILMING IGG VIII? 

The 1st scene we shot was just us walking down the street - but  Nick Woodeson who plays my 
husband picked up his sticks and set off wheezing and puffing down the street and it was heart 
breaking - completely believable and absolutely heart breaking. He is a stunning actor.  I also 
loved the Bingo Hall, I didn't play much bingo - but everyone looked great! 
 

HAVE YOU FILMED IN THE NORTH EAST BEFORE? 

I don't know that part of the North East at all so it was a treat to visit it. 
  
IS THE GEORDIE ACCENT YOUR NATURAL ACCENT? 

No - I have done Geordie once before in the theatre, but I had to go and get help to try and make it 
as accurate as possible. 
  
 DID YOU LIKE FILMING IN A COSTUME DRAMA? 

Yes  - though because I was playing a 60 year old woman in the 1960s - most of my costumes 
 were what I would call ' old lady clothes ' - because in those days that's what women of that age 
wore ! Not nowadays thank goodness. Most actors enjoy ' dressing up for a living ' ! I got more of a 
variety than I do in Downton Abbey - that's set in the 20s and the family get lots of costume 
changes - but us below stairs don't get much variety. 
 

DO YOU HAVE AN INTEREST IN THE SIXTIES? 
I remember the 60s fondly - they were exciting - seeing the Beatles for the first time. I actually saw 
Ringo singing ' With a little help from my friends ' live, at a charity event in LA the other day - that 
was surreal! 
Not sure the clothes were my most favourite ever !  
  
THIS IS A VERY DIFFERENT LOOK FOR YOU – DID YOU ENJOY THE 60S VIBE? 

I think the make-up and wardrobe departments do a very classy job on this show - wonderful 
attention to detail - and I enjoyed being a part of that 
   
DO YOU HAVE A PERSONAL MEMORY FROM 1969? 

Yes - it was a life changing year for me - I discovered the Library Theatre in Manchester - they let 
me watch rehearsals, and when they saw how besotted I was they gave me some small parts - 
and paid me £1 a week - there was no going back after that! I was supposed to be studying for 
exams - but never mind!  
   
WHAT IS THE ONE ITEM YOU WOULD TAKE BACK WITH YOU FROM 2015 TO 1969?   
I do quite like having an I Phone. 
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY VIII 

Film Three: Gently Among Friends 
Jim Moir (Geoffrey) 

 
 
TELL US ABOUT YOUR CAMEO ROLE IN INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY? 
I play Geoffrey who’s a porn broker and a bit dodgy. 
I actually have played a character a bit like him before. In the very early days of The Big Night Out 
I used to play a character called Mr. Dennis and he ran a newsagents – and he looked a bit like 
I’m looking in this – including glasses and moustache! 
 
DID YOU ENJOY YOUR TIME ON SET FILMING IGG VIII? 
I love Inspector George Gently and got my agent to ask if there was a role for me (and asked my 
mate Lisa McGrillis if she’d put in a good word). 
Out of all my days filming it’s right up there in my top five big ticks.  
I’ve just loved the character and I’ve loved playing him. 
The plot, the cast, the crew they’ve all be great – so it’s been really good fun. 
 
HAVE YOU FILMED IN THE NORTH EAST BEFORE? 
I’ve done two series of Hebburn which filmed all the exteriors in Newcastle – alongside Lisa 
McGrillis who played my daughter in it – and now she’s a copper in Gently and I’m this shady 
pawn broker! 
 
DO YOU HAVE AN INTEREST IN THE SIXTIES? 
I grew up in the sixties so I was there and I certainly had an interest in the clothes and the music. 
The first few records I ever had were mainly Jimi Hendrix records – there were about 27 Hendrix 
records  that I played over and over again – and still do. 
 
DO YOU HAVE A PERSONAL MEMORY FROM 1969? 
1969 – I suppose biggest memory and will be a lot of others was the moon landing when I stayed 
up with me school friend all night to watch the man on the moon! Neil Armstrong landing on the 
moon. It was amazing I remember every second of it even now. It was one of the most amazing 
things ever. 
 
WHAT IS THE ONE ITEM YOU WOULD TAKE BACK WITH YOU FROM 2015 TO 1969?   
One item I’d take back from now to 1969 would probably be a cookery book. They were very few 
and far between back then. It would probably be the Hairy Bikers or something like that! 
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY VIII 
Film Three – Gently Among Friends 

Louise Brearley (Jo Parker) 
 

 

WHAT CHARACTER DO YOU PLAY AND TELL US ABOUT HER? 
I play Jo Parker, a troubled woman who is widowed at the start of the episode. She is brittle. And 
of course there is a secret she is keeping…. 
  
WERE YOU A FAN OF INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY BEFORE? 
I'd never seen the show, but my friends Dave and Phil have been in it. 
  
HAVE YOU FILMED IN THE NORTH EAST BEFORE? 
My best friend is from Darlington so I visited when I was a student. This time I went to evensong at 
Durham Cathedral, I think if I lived in Durham I would be in there every day. I'm not a believer but I 
love churches. And what a church it is. Intimate, imposing.  
  
WHAT WAS THE MOST MEMORABLE SCENE FOR YOU DURING FILMING IGG VIII? 
We shot eight scenes with four costume and makeup changes in one day. I started in a phone box 
perched precariously on the curb in my curlers, and ended scoffing a bacon sandwich after 
attempting to shoplift a pack of fags.  
   
DID YOU LIKE FILMING IN A COSTUME DRAMA? 
It's the best. Caroline, the makeup designer, is a genius; she made me look like my mum in her 
wedding photos.  
  
DO YOU HAVE AN INTEREST IN THE SIXTIES?  
I grew up on the Beatles and the Stones and The Who. My dad indoctrinated me. I loved them. 
Dad has a box set of all the Beatles singles and I used to play with them - carefully. Always 
worried about Eleanor Rigby. 
  
WHAT ONE ITEM WOULD YOU TAKE BACK FROM 2015 TO 1969?  
Babyliss curlers. They had to faff about for hours getting their hair to look like that. And my SLR 

camera. 
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY VIII 
Film Four: Son Of A Gun 

Jody Latham (JonJo Burdon) 
 
 
WHAT CHARACTER DO YOU PLAY AND TELL US ABOUT HIM? 
JonJo, in short, is a psychopath who gets kicks and thrives on his victims’ fear. 
 
HOW WAS IT PLAYING A SKINHEAD? GETTING YOU HEAD SHAVED ETC.. 
It was interesting playing a skinhead from the late 60s. This was the first wave of skin head who 
were largely about arrogance and a fool attitude and not specifically racists. This has been the sub 
culture developed.  
Getting my head shaved was quite exhilarating almost like whipping the slate clean… And cold 
this time of year (December). 
 
DID YOU RESEARCH THE ROLE AND THE PERIOD? 
I got a lot of useful insights to this subculture through a book called Skinheads by Derek Ridgers 
and another book by the same name by Nick Knight. I watched Made In Britain starring Tim Roth 
and I've always been a fan of Romper Stomper seeing a young Russell Crowe - excellent. It all 
helped. But ultimately I wanted this to be my version of a skinhead and see if I could portray the 
culture in my own way.   
 
HAVE YOU EVER WORKED WITH THE CAST BEFORE? 
To work with Martin Shaw was an honour and a pleasure he's a legend and also a gent.  
Most of my scenes were with Lisa Mcgrillis (Rachel) who is just fantastic. I had a great time 
working alongside her and we shot this really intense scene on top of a high rise block of flats 
leaning over the edge. It was stunning.  
To finally do a scene with Lee Ingleby after all these years of being a fan - and him being one of 
the few actors who inspired me. We grew up in the same small town. I loved him in Nature Boy 
directed by Joe Wright and it confirmed to me that I would pursue this acting malarkey! We both 
worked on The Street but never actually filmed together. 
 
HAVE YOU FILMED IN THE NORTH EAST BEFORE? 
Durham is one of my favourite city's. The cathedral is beautiful and very sacred - St Cuthbert’s 
relics are buried their and is stunning.  
 
DO YOU COME FROM THE NORTH EAST?  
The accent was one of my biggest challengers to date, many people will tell you the Geordie/North 
East accent is quite possibly the toughest to master. I did ok…..I think. 
 
WHAT WAS THE MOST MEMORABLE SCENE FOR YOU DURING FILMING IGG VIII? 
Getting to use a 1940s Second World War machine gun - also known as a Sten was an amazing 
experience. It’s a shame guns represent so much violence.  
 
DO YOU HAVE AN INTEREST IN THE SIXTIES?  
I love the sixties for the music Buddy Holly, Elvis - where does it end? If I could take one item from 
the sixties to keep it would be a Shelby Cobra in pristine condition wow that would be awesome.  
 
WHAT ONE ITEM WOULD YOU TAKE BACK FROM 2015 TO 1969?  
Nandos! 

 
 
 


